Signal deconvolution based expression-detection and background adjustment for microarray data.
Background adjustment is an essential stage in analyzing DNA microarrays. Discriminating expressed genes from unexpressed ones (expression detection), and estimating the expression levels of weakly expressed genes, critically depend on accurate treatment of the background intensity. Current methods for background adjustment either do not deal with nonspecific hybridization or strongly depend on the reliability of control probes. Existing model-based methods have limited accuracy. A new platform-independent background adjustment algorithm is presented. The algorithm relies on the deconvoluted experimental signal distribution for evaluating the expression probability and adjusting the background of each probe. Considering expression detection, it is shown, for two-channels cDNA arrays and for the Affymetrix GeneChip platform, that the algorithm performs at least as good or better than control-probes-based algorithms. For the Affymetrix GeneChip arrays, it is further shown that the algorithm outperforms the robust multiarray (RMA) expression measure in estimating genomewide expression levels.